TRAVEL • LEARN • CONNECT
TOURISM SHOWCASE NETWORKING LUNCH
FRIDAY, 10 SEPTEMBER – W ATLANTA MIDTOWN

Network with travel industry leaders and decision-makers from around the globe during our TLC Tourism Showcase networking lunch.

**Headline sponsor: US$7,500 (only three available)**
Promotional fee includes recognition as a Conference (third-tier) sponsor and the following promotional benefits at the TLC Tourism Showcase: one six-foot expo table with premium placement, opportunity to show a promotional video (silent, continuous loop in equal rotation with videos from up to two other headline sponsors), 1 delegate welcome bag insert + full three-day IGLTA convention registration for one person.

**Premium Expo Package: US$3,000**
Promotional fee includes the following at the TLC Tourism Showcase: one six-foot expo table + 1 delegate welcome bag insert + full three-day IGLTA convention registration for one person.

**Standard Expo Package: US$1,250**
Promotional fee includes the following at the TLC Tourism Showcase: one dedicated hi-top expo table + showcase networking lunch attendance for one representative. Full three-day IGLTA convention registration not included (available at an additional cost).

Also available: add-on participation in the Buyer/Supplier Marketplace to any of the above packages.
All exhibitors may display a roll-up banner and distribute promotional items from their expo table. All TLC Tourism Showcase exhibitors are invited to contribute a prize for a drawing to be held at the end of the TLC Tourism Showcase Networking Lunch.